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                                                     Cast of Characters

                  The General                                               A man in his 50s.

                   Lt. Kimberly Clark                                    A woman in her 30s.

                   The Senator                                                A man in his 60s.

                                                                  Scene
                     Edwards Airforce Base, CA debfeifing room.

                                                                   Time
                    2011

                                                                Summary
                     A U.S. Lieutenant reports to a General on progress against terrorism 
                     on the 10th anniversary of  the 9-11 attacks.



                                                    SCENE ONE

A briefing room on Edwards Airforce Base, grey 
walls, fluorescent lights, a desk and two chairs 
and one window. A military recruiting poster on 
the wall. At rise the sound of an F-16 Jet 
SCREAMS stage left to stage right, so loud it 
rumbles the theater. A pretty young woman, 
LT. KIM CLARK (30s), enters, clutching files 
and reports. She is prim, efficient. She puts the 
files down. A gruff voice off stage. 

GENERAL (O/S)
I don't want to be disturbed for the next ten minutes, is that clear, sergeant?

Clark looks nervously at the door. It bursts 
open. A general storms in (50s), as gruff as his 
chin is square.

GENERAL (CONT’D)
Lieutenant Clark, are you ready?

CLARK
Yes, General, sir.

GENERAL
Just give me the summary.

CLARK
Er, yes, sir.  We were asked to assess how effective our Anti-Terrorist policy has been 
against al-Queda in the ten years since the 9-11 attacks. Each branch of the military has 
had input into the report and the  intelligence community have contributed their part.

GENERAL
Skip the introductions, Lieutenant.

CLARK
Yes, sir.

(shuffles through her notes)
With Bin Laden and three of their top leaders dead, it  seems we have begun to dismantle 
their operation..  



GENERAL
It's just a matter of time.

CLARK
Yes, sir.  We've taken out some of his generals, but like Hydra, they re-staff as quickly as 
we cut their heads off - excuse the metaphor. Iraq is…well I think we're all pretty clear 
that Iraq had nothing to do with 9-11. 

(She looks up to see his stoney reaction.)
Afghanistan is a little more tricky. At first the Taliban gave refuge to Queda operatives, 
but their alliance is becoming strained. 

GENERAL
Lieutenant, do you understand the term 'summary'?

CLARK
Yes, sir. In short, Queda have all but abandoned Afghanistan and are now embedded in 
Pakistan.  Furthermore, if current political trends continue it looks like we'll be forming an 
alliance with the Taliban or at least leaving them to rule most of Afghanistan.

The thunderous ROAR of another F-16 
SCREAMING outside.  The entire room 
shakes. The General looks out the window.

GENERAL
I don't have a lot of time. Just cut to the chase. Are we any safer?  

CLARK
It's a matter of perception, sir.  

GENERAL
Are you fucking kidding me? If I want a philosophy lesson I'll go to the Sorbonne.  KISS, 
Lieutenant, KEEP IT SIMPLE STUPID.  This is the military, we deal in black and white, 
not grays.  All I want is an assessment of where we are with the Al-Queda Anti-Terrorist 
Program?

CLARK
(becoming flustered)

Yes, sir.  That's what I'm trying to do.
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GENERAL
Take it easy, soldier.  We're all on the same side here. You've been in the military how 
long?

CLARK
Six years.

GENERAL
Married?

CLARK
I don't understand what this has to do with…

GENERAL
Are you married?

CLARK
I was.  He was killed in Iraq. He was clearing UXOs in Baghdad.  He stepped on a mine 
and…

GENERAL
He was a hero and he died for our freedom.

CLARK
Yes, sir. Him and four thousand four hundred others.

GENERAL 
I'm sorry. Truly. I lost a son in Iraq.

CLARK
I'm sorry too, sir.

GENERAL
OK, Kimberly, let's get this straight. There's a C13 out on the tarmac waiting to take me 
and the Senator to Washington to meet with the Senate Committee on Terrorism.  They're 
going to be asking us the same questions I'm asking you. Now I'm sure you don't want me 
to be stood up there on Capitol Hill with my thumb up my ass because I don't have any 
fucking answers!

CLARK
No, sir. 
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GENERAL
Good, so now we understand each other, let's try again, but this time I'll break it down for 
you.  How many operatives do we think Queda has?

CLARK
Do you mean Mujahadeen or Al Queda?

GENERAL
What's the difference?

CLARK
The mujhadeen is a name for Islamic freedom fighters, whereas al Queda is a political 
terrorist organization.

GENERAL
OK, Queda operatives.

CLARK
According to the Center for Defense Studies there were about two thousand active 
members in 2008, but now they're down to somewhere in the range of two to three 
hundred - worldwide.

GENERAL
You're telling me that the United States army, the most powerful armed force in history, 
is fighting two hundred towel head terrorists.  

(Clark coughs, uncomfortable.)
Well?

CLARK
That's what our intelligence says. 

GENERAL
What about the attacks in  Malaysia and Australia and Britain?

CLARK
Ah, yes, sir, you raise an interesting point. After the July 7th 2005 London bombings, 
Britain's Metropolitan Police Commissioner, Sir Ian Blair, stated that "Al-Qaeda is not an 
organization.  Al-Queda is a way of working… Al Queda clearly has the ability to 
provide training…to provide expertise… and I think that is what occurred here. The July 
7 bombers in Britain acted independently of al-Queda.
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GENERAL
But the bottom line is, we're making progress.

CLARK
Not really, sir.

GENERAL
Jesus Christ, Lieutenant! You just said we eliminated about, what, 1800 of them.

CLARK
We've only eliminated about a dozen actual Queda commanders. We believe their numbers 
are reducing because  they're not able to recruit like they used to.

A middle aged SENATOR enters.

SENATOR
Ten minutes, General.

GENERAL
Yes, Senator.

(to Clark)
Give us the Cliff Notes, Lieutenant.  What do we know about  the organization?

CLARK
As far as we can tell, bin Laden himself only used the term Al-Queda after September 
11th,  when he heard us calling it that.

SENATOR
I don't like where this is going.

CLARK
(passes a file, he ignores it )

It's all here, Senator.  

SENATOR
I'm sure it is.

CLARK
There's a growing body of evidence that suggests Bin Laden expanded his idea of a global 
terrorist network after our response to the 9-11 bombings.  It seems we might have 
inadvertently invented the enemy.
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SENATOR
(to the general)

Whose damn side is she on?

GENERAL
(to Clark)

I'm sure you and your unit have done a fine job distilling the intelligence into this report, 
but what we're dealing with here is an obsessive and deadly enemy and unless we get 
approval from the Senate Committee we are in real danger of losing considerable funding, 
then you kiss this whole operation of goodbye.  

CLARK
You want the truth?

The SCREAM of another jet plane overhead.  
The room shakes.  A Styrofoam cup of coffee 
falls off the table, spilling on the floor.  Clark 
bends to pick it up.   

SENATOR
Leave it! Lieutenant, it's not your position to decide or even interpret the truth. You leave 
that to us.

CLARK
Yes, Senator.

(continues reading from her notes)
According to a former CIA officer Al-Qaeda is a "loose label for a movement that seems 
to target the West". "There is no umbrella organization. We like to create a mythical 
entity called al-Qaeda in our minds, but that is not the reality we are dealing with."  

SENATOR
I don't have time for this bull shit! Get what we need from her or  we'll lose the 
appropriations budget. You understand what I'm saying, General?

GENERAL
We're on the same page, Senator.

(to Clark)
Are you suggesting there's no such thing as Qaeda?

CLARK
If  I can speak freely, sir, we cannot target Qadea in any meaningful way.  
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GENERAL
OK, they're slippery, but they sure as hell have us in their sights and are a clear and 
present danger.

CLARK
Not really, sir. Statistically terrorists kill less people than the flu.

GENERAL
Don't think if they get their hands on a dirty nuke or biological weapon, they won't use it.

CLARK
I don't dispute that, sir, but since the Homeland Security Act, it is significantly more 
difficult to obtain and transport the ingredients for an unconventional weapon. 

GENERAL
Which proves the point.

CLARK
But there's no evidence that what remains of al Queda is more virulent now than in 2001. 

GENERAL
That's pure conjecture.

CLARK
In fact, it may have been that 2001 was their most successful year. 

GENERAL
So what's your conclusion?

CLARK
We believe the actual threat we face now is significantly lower than in 2001, but the 
culture of fear the media and others have engendered has created the sense that we're 
under constant threat.

GENERAL
So we just give up?

CLARK 
We weren't asked for suggestions, just an assessment.
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GENERAL
Ms. Clark, I'm asking you, personally, off the record.

CLARK
It's Mrs. Clark.

GENERAL
Yes, of course, Mrs. I'm sorry.

CLARK
I'm not sure, sir?

GENERAL
Not sure what you think or not sure what to tell me? I'm not gonna bite you.

CLARK
I don't think our response is in proportion to al-Queda's threat. So far we've spent three 
trillion dollars on two wars, we've suffered over four thousand casualties and thirty two 
thousand wounded. I would remind you, sir, that this is against an Al Queda force of 
roughly two to three hundred men.

A JET flies overhead.  The room windows rattle 
in their frames. They wait for it to pass.

GENERAL
Go on.

CLARK
Since 9-11 the media has repeated the story of potential   attacks to the point it has 
become a perceived reality. Every local government has benefited from Terrorism Act 
discretionary funding - despite many studies showing the money could have been better 
spent.  Politicians have made terrorism a major platform of their campaigns and it's my 
feeling that people have accepted these perceived threats as real.

GENERAL
And you want me to tell this to Senate Committee?

CLARK
No, sir, you asked for my opinion.

The door opens. The Senator enters.
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SENATOR
Do we have what we need, General?

GENERAL
We're almost there, Senator.

(The Senator exits.)
So let's turn it around.  Let's say because of measures we took after 9-11 the threat level 
from al-Queda has been reduced to, how did you put it, less than the flu.

CLARK
It could be put that way.

GENERAL
Good, then we can say that our operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, together with the 
Homeland Security Act have significantly reduced their ability to attack, and so we are 
safer than we were. So logically, if we continue what we are doing, in a few more years 
we will have reduced their abilities to an acceptable level?

CLARK
But we believe this perpetual state of war will actually create a new types of Islamic 
Terrorists, possibly more extreme than the present ones. We're hearing names and 
acitivity on the web - Abu Sayyaf in the Phillipines, al Shahab in Somalia, and a new one 
that are particularly virulent, the Islamic State, or the Caliphate, coming out of Iraq.

GENERAL
Let't not get ahead of ourselves, soldier. We can therefore  conclude that we took the right 
steps to secure our nation's freedom and that we are on the right course to prevent future 
threats or attacks. 

CLARK
But that's not what we…

GENERAL
Have we been attacked since 9-11?

CLARK
No, sir.

GENERAL
Have other countries been attacked?
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CLARK 
Yes, sir.

GENERAL
Has the number of Queda operatives been reduced?

CLARK
Yes, sir.

GENERAL
As far as I see it, that's about all we need to know.  So  write that up as your conclusion 
and get the report to my office by 0900 hours, I can submit it with the other papers to 
the Senate.

CLARK
Just to be clear.  You want me to state that we are safer and that we should continue what 
we've been doing, even though our report shows that most of what we've done is 
nebulous.

GENERAL
Don't get your panties in a twist, Lieutenant.  It's, how did you put it, it's just a matter of 
perspective.  And I'm sorry about your husband.

CLARK
He was a good man.

GENERAL
As were they all.  Wish us luck.

CLARK
Yes, good luck, sir.

A ROAR of another Jet Fighter SCREAMING 
overhead. The general exits.  Clark stands with 
her clipboard and files - the room shudders. She 
takes a napkin from her pocket and mops us the 
coffee spilt under the general's chair. The engine 
scream is deafening.  Lights to black.

End play
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